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Abstract. We show a relation between the structure generating functions of R-x-auto,mata and 
solutions of linear equations. When we take the function as the set of the paths of the automaton, 
we can use the paths as a useful tool for analyzing linear systems. As an application of this 
theory, we get Mason’s formula on a signal flow graph. Next we consider an R-x-automaton 
with infinite states and extend Mason’s formula to an infinite matrix. Besides for any infimtc 
matrix A, we define det(E - xA) in two different ways, and show that the two definitions coincide 
in some cases. 
I. Introduction 
The structure generating function of a finite automaton was introduced by Kuich 
[S]. Berstel [l], Soittola [7], and Katayama et al. [4] have characterized the 
IW+-recognizable function by its poles on the circle of convergence. K-C-automata 
are studied by Eilenberg [3]. Recently many results are obtained in this field (see 
E61) . 
In. this paper, we show the relation between the structure generating functions 
and the solutions of linear systems, and alse the fact that paths of an automaton 
play an important role for analyzing linear ecluations. 
2. R(x)- automaton 
Let X be an arbitrary set. An R-subset A of X is a function A :X + II% An 
R-x-automaton s& = (Q, I, T) is given by a set Q with I&subsets I and T and by 
an i&subset A of 4) x {x} x Q, where x is an indeterminate symbol. In this section, 
we assume that Q is finite. Let Q = (~1, . . . , p,}. If 0 Z k = A(p, X, 4) (p, 4 E Q) 
then we say that the edge p kx+ q is in ,d and that kx is the label ol the edge. For 
any path c :p ‘lx+ ql* l . -+ qnml ‘nx+ q, its label ICI is defined to be kx “, where 
k=kl... k, E R. The set of all paths from p to q of length m is denoted by a,,l ( p, 4 )- 
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Let F(a, ( p, 4)) be a monomial 1, Ic I, where c E a, (p, 4). Since J! ( p, x, q) = ap.q E R, 
the R-subset A, may be viewed as a matrix A : Q ): Q + Iw, which is called the 
incidence matrix of J$ with respect o a fixed ordering: Q = {pl, ~2, . . . , p,). It is 
clear that F(a,(pi, pj)) is the (i, j)-component of (xA)“. Let P(it i)(xj be a formal 
power series & +zrnal F(a,(pi, pi)). Then P(i, i)(x) is the (i, Jj-component of the 
matrix CmacD (xA)“. Note that P(i, j)(x) is determined by the set of labels of all 
paths from pj to pfi The formal power series P(i, j)(x) will be called the structure 
generating ftlnctiort of ~4. Assume that I(pl) = 1 and I(p) = 0 for p # pl. We regard 
the W-subsets I and T of Se as n dimensional real vectors. Then I = (1, 0, . . c , 0). 
Let T=(h1,b2,..., b,,). Consider the following linear equations L(1) over the 
unknown real variables Xi, . . . , Xn : 
Also we consider the linear equations L(n). 
Yn = u~,~xY~ + l + l + an,,,xYn + b,,. 
The solution of L(x) can be represented as follows: 
(E-xA)Y’=T’, where Y=(Yl,..., Yn). 
If 1x1 c E for some small positive number E, then Y’ = (E -xA)-‘T’. So we have 
Yi = I(E -xA)-‘T’. Besides we have (E - xA)-’ = CnaO (xA)“. Hence 
Yl= I(E -xA)-‘T’ =z i bkP(l, k)(x) 
k=l 
and 
where (Eq)k,l denotes a cofactor of the (k, l)-component of the matrix (E - xA). 
Assume &at 
cl k(X) c,k b) P(l, k)(x)==+ l l +- 
Lk dt.k (d’ 
where c&), d&) E R[x] (1 s i G r). If 1x1< E, then 
Cl k(X) + 
2-m . . 
d ) ?,&!X 
. i cr.&(K) _ @-)&,I 
d,,k (X) det(E - xA) 
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Since (2.1) is valid for infinite values, it is valid for all values. It is clear that by 
replacing the variable x in Yl by 1, we have 
X1= 
i b (j=h,~ 
k=l ‘det(E-A)’ 
*Hence 
We have thus1 proved 
Theorem 2.1, Assume that P(l, k)(x) is decomposed as follows: 
cl k(X) cr,k(x) 
PO, W=~(,)+” l +~(x), 
1,k r.k 
where cj,k (x), di,k (X) E R[X]. AsnAme tt iat di,k (1) Z 0 (1 s i s r). Then 
. 
Application 2.1. As an application of this theorem, we get a well-known Mason’s 
formula on a signal filow graph (see [2f). We partition P(l, k)(x) as follows. Let 
the edges starting from 671 be yl+ pi19 . . . , and p1 *pi,* Let c be a path from p1 to 
pk. After passing the last edge pl+ Pie, c does not pass the state pl. 
Let S be a subset of Q. We define the R-x-automaton J&S, by removing all states 
in S and edges incident with the states. We represent the set of labels of all paths 
from pr to ps in d(s) by the formal power series P& s)(x) by the same manner 
as before. Then 
P(1, k)(x) =P(l, l)(x)ai,iixPil,(il, k)(x) + 
9 a l +P(l, l)(x)al,ilxP!lj(it, k)(x). 
Consider P&ih, k)(x) (1 G h s t). By applying the same procedure to the 
automaton &(I), we have the following equality. 
Note that 
P(l,, l)(x) = 
(EZ&J det(&-1 -x&J 
= det(E - x-4) det(E - xA) 
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and 
P&z, ih)(x) = 
det(&-2 - XAo.ih)) 
det(E,,-l -xA& -’ 
where E,,- i is the (n -- i) x (n - i) unit matrix and A(s, the incidence matrix of J&,. 
Hence we have 
PO, k)(x) = 
1 
det(E - xA) 
‘i: ICI det(E,_, - xA& 
,: 1 
(2.2) 
with c ranging over all paths without any cycle 
By the above: theorem, we ha*le the Mason’s formula for computing linear 
equations. Note that the condition det(E - Ajr + 0 is a necessary and sufficient 
condition for the uniqueness of the solution of I,( 1). 
Application 2.2, 
equations L(x). 
We consider the digraph of Fig. 2.1 as an example of linear 
Fig. 2.1. A digraph. 
The set represented by P( 1, k j(x) can be partitioned as is shown in Fig. 2.2. 
1 
+ nxA 
Fig. 2.2. A partitio,, of the digrapk. 
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Clearly they are all represented by rational functions. For each subgraph, we 
may compute the structure generating functions by any method for them, since 
many *methods for computing them are available. Further the computation can be 
done by parallel processing. 
Application 2,3. We consider a case in which we already know the solution of the 
L(X) system ,$ and we need to compute the solution of the subsystem ~4 of 2. 
We assume that JXZ is obtained from d by removing the edge pk ‘5 pl, and also 
that P&(1, l)(x) = 1. The problem is to obtain PJ 1, k)(x). It is clear that 
P.&l, I)(x) = 
1 
1 - axPd(1, k)(x)’ 
Therefone we have 
\ 
P&I, l)(x)-- 1 
Edl, k)(x) = - 
axP.+j(l, l)(x) l 
Now we shall show a proposition. 
Proposition 2.1. Let 
f(x) = PO, lKdPd2,2)(d ’ l l Pu,2,...,n-1)h d(x). 
Then 
det(E,, -A) = l/f(l). 
Proof. By the same method as we used in Application 2.1, we have 
1 
m9 ~~W41,(2,Nx) ’ * l 41,2,....n--1)h n)(x) = let(E-3 
n 
since 
1 
P(1.2,...,i7-1)(n9 db) = &(El _xA 
n2,....n-1))’ 
Therefore 
det(E - xA) = 
= l/‘(P(l, l)(X)P42,2)(X) l l l P(1,2,...,n-l)h d(x)) (2.3 
This propositi.on gives a new formula for computing the value of det (En -4). 
3. R-x-automaton with infinite states 
In this section we consider an R+automaton ti = (Q, I, T) where Q is an infinite 
set. We will show an extension of Eq. (2.2) to an infinite state automaton. In this 
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paper we assume always that for any p E 0, :the cardinality of the set {q E Q 1 p + q 
is an edge in Sal is finite. By this assumption, the number of all paths from pi to pi 
of length m is finite for any pi, pi G Q. Let a,,, (pi, pi) be the set of all paths from pi 
to pi of length m. Let F’(a,( pi, pi)) =I, iic[ where c E ~,(pi, pi). Let P(i, j)(x) = 
sij +X,rz9r F(a,( pi, pi)). We can define &s,(i, j)(x)‘s as ‘before. 
To define &&E-x/l), we fix an ordering of the set Q as follows: Q = {pl, 
p2 P-*“t pn, l l l }- V/e suppose that PO, 1)WTd2,2h9 l l l ~w.....~~-&, n)(x) l 9 l 
is in f@[x J]. We define &i(E - xA) as follows: 
aE--.M = ll(P(1, l)W=d2,2)(x) l l l P~1.2,..4-l)(n, n)(x) l . 0). 
Note that this is a ;Teneralization of (2.3) in the proof of Proposition 2.1. It is clear 
that &$E - xA) is in R[[x]]. 
Let S be a finite subset of Q. We define det(E - xA(sJ as follows: We order the 
set Q -S with respect to the increasing order: 
Q--S = (k,, k2, . . . , k,, . . .). 
Let 
. . l P (Su{kl ,..., k,_,)) (hz, ktz) ’ ’ l ) . 
After Proposition 3.1 we shall prove that 
&%E - xA ) E R[[x ]] implies ds(E - xA& e R[[x]]. 
Proposition 3J. 
P(1, lNdPd2,2W = P(2,2Nx)P,2,(1, l)(s). 
Proof. To prove Proposition 3.1, we need some preparation. We define a C- 
automaton &’ = (Q, 1, T) as fOllOWS: Let C = <Uii 1aii Z 0) be an infinite set of letters. 
In J$’ we have an edge of the form pi *lit + PiI Let 6,( pi, pi) be the set of all paths 
of length m from pi to pj. We can denote a path c : pi Uik + pk uks + ps usi+ pi by its 
label ICI = u&uk&sfi We represent li,(p, pi) by a polynomial CCGb,,,,,,lcl over the 
indeterminates Ujp Note that the above correspondence is one to one. 
LetP’(i, j) = 4 +Crna~ Cc~bm~pl,Pi~ ICI. Clearly we may view P’(i, j) as a set of paths 
from pi to pP We define P{s, (i, j) im the same manner. Let H be a homomorphism 
from C* $0 R[x] such that H(uii) = ai,ixe It is clear that 
H(P’(i, j)) = P(i, j)(x). (3.1) 
Nste that P’(i, j) is a formal power series whose coefficients are 0 or 1. Therefore 
we can regard P’( 1,l) as a subset of C*. Note that the constant term of P’(l, 1) is 
equal to 1. We regard 1 as a unit element A of the monoid C*. We de5ne a product 
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of two subsets X and Y of C* as follows: 
XY=(X~[XEX and YE Y}. 
Let w be an arbitrary path in the set P’( 1, l)P[1,(2,2). It can be easily proved that 
there exists a unique factorization of w such that w = w 1~2, w1 E P’( 1,l) and 
w2 E P;1)(2,2). Thu.s we can regard the set P’(1, l)PirJ2,2) as a product of two 
formal power series. The same ho’lds for P’(2,2)& (1,l). 
Now we define a mapping G from P’( 1, l)P[ll (2,2) to P’(2,2#2, (1, 1) as follows. 
Let 
Wl~‘ZEPV, l)P[*,(2,2), 
where wr E P’(1, 1) and w2 E U[l, (2,2). 
(1) If HQ #2)(1, l), then G(wlw2) = w2wl. Clearly 
W2Wl E w, w;2,(1,1). 
(2) If w1 E! &(l, l), then we take a factorization of w1 as follows: w1 = abc such 
that 
a b c . 
wl:pl-*-* *a/723* l l -*pp* l *+p1 
where a is the path from p1 to p2 which does not pass p2 on the way and c is the 
longest path starting from p1 which does not pass ~2. Then G(wt WZ) = Wabcwd = 
b/n wzc. Clearly 
G(abcw2) E P’(2,2)&, (1, 1). 
Note that G is a length preserving onto mapping. It can be easily proved that 
G is a bijection. Hence, by (3.1) we have completed the proisf of Proposition 3.1. 
Csrolhry 3.1. Let S be a finite subset of Q such that pi& S and pi& S. Then 
Proof. Obvious. 
Corollary 3.2. If i%$E - xA) E R[[x]], then det(E - .xAcsJ E W[[x]]. 
Proof. We order the set S with respect to the increasing order: ps,, . . . , pS,,. Then 
from Corollary 3.1, we have 
Let d(i, j) be a set of ah1 paths of finite length from pi to pi without any cycle in 
the R-x-automaton. 
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Theorem 3.1. 
n 
P(i, i)(x j = - 
1 
C 
St{E - xA) c ed(i.1) 
Icbt(E - 4d, 
wltgre S(C) is the set U[SP~~~S {ql,q?, . . . , qm) such that c : 41~ pi + q2 + g l l + qm = Ph 
Proof. It is clear vhat 
P(i, i)(x) = 
= c P(i, i)(x)ai,d’ti,(h, h)(x)ah,kx l 9 l P(i,h.k,...,u) (i, J’)(X) 
ii,h.k ,.... u,Wd(i.j) 
= c Ic(f(& i)(x) l ’ ’ P~i.h.k,...,ul(j~ i)(x)* 
cad(i,j) 
By Proposition 3.1, we have 
l/a(E-xA) = P(i, i)(x)pti,(h, h)(x) l l y p;i, h, k,....u)(j, i)(x) 
x PG,h,k,,...u.j) (tl, fl)(X)P(i,h,k,...a i,tl) (tt,t2)(n) l ’ ’ , 
where Q-{pi,p~,Pk,*. l ,pu,pi}={pt1,pt2, l l J and h<h~t3<* l l . 
Therefore we have 
= p(i, i)(xPdh, h)(x) * = l &h,k,...,u) (j9 j)(x). 
This is a generalization of Mason’s formula. 
Next we give a proposition concerning to the inverse matrix of the infinite matrix 
(E -xA). 
Proposition 3.2. 
P/l, l)(x), 
i 
P(l,2)(x), l l * 9 m, d(x), l l l . 
P(2,l)(x), ~(2,2)(xL * l * 
(E--xA) ; 
P(n, l)(x), : . . . 
=E. 
Proof. Note that the number of nonzero elements in any row of A is finite, since 
the outgoing degree at each state is finite. Hence the (1, 1)-component of the left 
side can be written as the following: 
(1 -xal,l)P(l, l)(x) + (-xal,z)P(2,l)(x) + l l l + (-xa1JP(u, 1) = 
= P(1, l)(x) - (P(1, l)(x) - 1) 
= 1 
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The (1, n)-component of the left side is the following: 
(1-xarJP(1, n)(x)+(--.WlJ)P(2, n)(X)+’ l ‘+(-xal,u)P(u, n)= 
= ml, ax) -m, n)(x) 
= 0 
It is clear that if the number of nonzero ele:ments in any colum of A is finite, 
then the matrix [P(i, j)(x)] is also left inverse of the matrix (E -xA). 
Next we define a rational function P[~,z,...,~] ( 1, n)(x) of an R-x-automaton J&? as 
follows. Let 
41 ,...,G] = (h l l l , PJ, I[1 ,..., nl, T[l,..., nl) 
be a subautomaton of & whose states are ~1,. . . , ~~-1, and p,,. Clearly &,....,I~ is 
a finite state automaton. So we de:fine the structure generating function 
PC1 ,..., &r, n)(x) of &,.... 4 in the same manner as in the Section 2. It is determined 
by all paths from pn to pn in J-&,....~I~ 
By Proposition 2. l., we have 
detE - ~AcI~...,~I) - 
= l/P[ljtl, W)pC1,21(2~ 2)(X) l l ’ f-f1,2,....~1h n)(d), 
where A[t,...,n~ is the incidence matrix of S&C~,_.,“I. 
As another generalization of (2.3), we define det*(E - xA) for any infinite matrix 
A as follows. In this case we suppose that P&l, l)(x) l l l P[l,...,,](n, n)(x) l l l is 
in R[[x]]. Then, 
det*(E-xA) = l/(P&, l)(x) * * l P[l,...,&, n)(x) l l 6). 
We recall a C-automaton &’ defined in the proof of Proposition 3.1. Note that 
C is the set of noncommutative infinite letters. We define a formal power 
series P[I,...,~~ n, n ( ) as the same iaanner. It is clear that Pcl]( 1, 1)P/1,2~(2, ) l l l 
PiI . . ..d h n ). . . is a formal power series whose coefficients are equal to 1 or 0. 
Hence we can identify the formal power series P[11(1, 1.) l l l PiI ,..., ,I(n, n) l 9 * with 
the set of all paths in Se’. The same holds for P’(l, 1) l . 0 P:l,.,_,n-I,(n, n) l l l l 
Let C,,, be the set of all pathsof length m of theset P’(l, 1) l l 9 P[I,...,~-~)(n, n) l l l . 
Let D,,l be the set of all paths of length m of the set PiI] (1,1) l l l P~t,...,,](n, n) l l l . 
Proposition 3.3. Let the notation be as above. Then there exists a bijection G from 
Cm to D,,, such that for any w E Cm, G(w) is a rearrangement of w. 
Proof. We define a mapping from Cm to Dm as follows. Let w be an arbitrary 
element in Cm. Clearly w is a string in C*. But sometimes we may regard w as a 
sequence of states and also as a path in &‘. 
( 1) There exists a unique factorization of w such that w = w1 w2 l l g WN, where 
WI PI, . ...,_‘1, ( j, j) (1 s j s N). We call each substring wj a C-block. We partition each 
C-block npi into C-simple-blocks (abbreviation: C-s-blocks) each of which is a 
cycle from pi to pi not pass’ing pj on the way. The integer j of the state pj is said to 
be the index of the state pj. The 1e:Stmost ate of the states with the maximum 
index in a C-s-block is saicl to be the C-Max of the C-s-block. 
(2) We partition the C-block wj into C-intermediate blocks as follows. Let fl 
be the C-max of the leftmost C-s&lock of wj. We inspect the C-block from left 
to right and find a C-Max fi whose index is larger than that of fl. We cut wj at 
the beginning of the C-s-block which contains fi. For example, we cut the path 
Wj:P1-,PS~P1-)P23P33P1-*P3-)P6~Pl ” l 
at p1 as follows: 
~~3~54~1-,~2-*~3~~lr~1~-g~3”,~6~~1 l l l l 
fl f2 
The first part of wi is said to be a C-intermediate block (abbreviation: C-i-block) 
of wi. The second part of wj is partitioned recu.rsively into C-i-blocks. In each 
C-i-block, the C-Max of the leftmost C-s-block of the C-i-block is said to be the 
C-intermediate-Max (C-i-Max) of the C-i-block. The state which is the beginning 
irf the C-i-block is said to be a C-intermedhte-A&n (C-i-Min) of the C-i-block. 
Note that the index of fl is less than that of fi. It is clear that for any pair of 
index of C-i-Max s and index of C- i-Min t, there exists at most one C-i-block of 
w with the index of C-i-Max s and the index of C-i-Min t. It is also clear that the 
C-i-Max position of a C-i-block is contained in the leftmost C-s-block of the 
C-i-block. 
(3) For any C-i-block, we construct a C-intermediate cycle as follows. Let x be 
a C-i-block: 
02 
C-i-Min + = y’ 0 -+ C-i-Max -> . l . + C-i-Mine 
Then the C-i~temwditite cycle (C-i-cycle) X’ is the following cycle: 
u2 L’l 
C-i-Max + l l . .+ C-i-Min + l l l + C-i-Max. 
Note that in the C-i-cycle, C-i-Min is contained in the rightmost D-s-block 
which will be defined below and it is the rightmost state of the sta!tes with the 
minimum index in the D-s-block. 
(4) We define an order of C-i-cycles of w as follows. Let y1 ‘and y2 be C-i-cycles 
of !Y. 
(a) yl< y2 if the index of the C-i-Max of y1 is less than the index of the C-i-Max 
of :42; 
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(b) yl < y2 if the index of the C-i-Max of yl is equal to the index of the C-i-Max 
of ~2, and the index of the C-i-Min of yl is less than the index of the C-i-Min of 
Y2* 
We arrange all C-i-cycles of w according to this order and concatenate them. 
Let the result be @,. 
Now we define the mapping G from Cm to 8, as follows: G(w) = tt. Clearly 
G(w)ED,. 
Conversely we define a mapping G from D, to G, as follows. Ler u be an arbitrary 
element in D,. 
(1’) There exists a unique factorization of u such that u = ~41112 l l l UN, where 
ui E P/r,_._,jl(j, j) (1 ~j s JV). We call each ui a D-block. We partition each D-block 
uj into D-simple-blocks: (D-s-blocks) each of which is a cycle from pi to pi not 
passing pj on the way. The rightmost state of the states with the minimum index 
in a D-s-block is said toI be the D-Min of the D-s-block. 
(2’) We define D-intermediate block, D-in termedia te-Min, and D-in tumedia te- 
Max by similar statements of (2) in the definition of G, which are obtained by 
changing ‘w’ with ‘u’, ‘C’ with ‘D’, ‘Max’ with ‘Min’, ‘left’ with ‘right’, ‘larger’ 
with ‘smaller’, ‘beginning’ with ‘end’, and ‘first’ with ‘last’. 
(3’) For any D-i-block, we construct D-intermediate cycle as follows. Let x be a 
D-i-block: 
v2 
D-i-Max+*r’*+D-i-Min-+m l l +D-i-Max. 
Then the D-intermediate cycle (D-i-cycle) x’ is the following cycle: 
02 VI 
D-i-Min -* l l . + D-i-&x + 0 l . + D-i-Min. 
(4’) We define the ordering of D-i-cycles of u by the similar statements of (4) 
in the definition of G, which are obtained by changing ‘C’ with ‘D’ and “Max’ with 
‘Min’. Then we arrange all D-i-cycles of u according to this order and concatenate 
them. We denote the resulting string by ii. 
Now we define the mapping G from D,,, to Cm as follows: G(u) = ii. Clearly 
G(U) E cm. 
It can be easily proved that GG(w) = w and G&A) = u. 
Let 
f(x) = W, l)(x) l * l Pu, ...n-dn, n)(x) l l * 
and 
g(x) = P[l](l, l)(x) l l l PI1 ,..., dn, n)(d l l l . 
Note that 
%$E-xA)= l/f(x) and det*(E -xA) = l/gix). 
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Tkorerri 3.2. Suppose that A is a nonnegative infinite md+x. Then 
&%E - xA) = det*(E - xA). 
Proof. Clearly f(x) E a[[~]] and g(x) E I@]]. The monomials of degree m which 
occur in fkx), g(x), are CwECm Hiw), CUED m H(U) respectively, where H : Uij + ai+ 
is the homomorphism defined in the proof of Proposition 3.1. Hence cwEc, H(w) 
and L D,n H(u) are in @xl. Since G(w) is the rearrangement of IV, we have 
Therefore we have f(x) = g(x). 
We will show an example of an R-x-automaton with infinite states. Consider 
F’ig. 3.1, where a is a real number. We will compute P( 1,l) (x) in the following way. 
x X X X 
0 1. a- - 0 2 4- 0 31 0 4z 0 5- +--- l ** 
ax 8X ax ax 
Fig, 3.1. An R-x-automaton with infinite states. 
We associate the R-x-automaton show t in Fig. 3.1 with a digraph depicted in 
!Fig. 3.2. This figu re shows possible derivations of the context-free grammar G 
consisting of two rules X + xX2 and X -+ ax. 
X X X 
A c---X - X2 ; x3 y--+ . . . 
ax ax ax ax 
Fig. 3.2. Derivations of the context-free grammar G. 
Consider the structure generating function of the context-free grammar G over 
88: 
X = xX2 + ax. (3.2) 
From the language L(G) of G, we construct a formal power series L(G)(x) as 
foEllows: 
L(G)(x)=E{wER[x]~X $ w by G}. 
Clearly the solutions of (3.2) are 
1 f (1 -4ax2)1’2 
2x * 
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Since L(G)(Q) = 0, we have 
L(G)(x)= 
1 -(l -4~Ax2p2 
2x -0 
On the other hand, we have 
P(X, h)(x) = L(G)(x). 
Note that 
P(X, A)(x) = P( 1, l)(x)ax. 
Therefore we have 
P(1, l)(x) = 
1 - (1 -4Nx2)1’2 
2ax2 l 
Setting x = 1, we have the following property, since i is a branch pokt. 
If a 4, 
1 - (1 -da)112 
P(1, l)(l) = 2a . 
See Fig. 3.3. 
When we regard the symbol a in Fig. 3.3 as an indeterminate, we have the 
following property. Let 
1 - (1 -46?)1’2 -- 
2a = nao cnan’ c 
1 1 1 1 
0 x= 0 K= 0 31 0 4x 0 s y---+ .*. 
a a a a 
Fig. 3.3. A &graph. 
It is clear that cn is the number of all paths from p1 to p1 each of which passes the 
edges of the form ,* n times. 
Next we show an application of Theorem 3.2. Consider an R-x-automaton with 
infinite states which is depicted in Fig. 3.4. 
X X X X j 1 0 -*2j-3-- C TW 0 0 s/L \ 0 . . . . . X 
+4 zs 
Fig. 3.4. An U&x-automaton with infinite states. 
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We will compute P( 1, l)(x) in the following way. It is clear that 
det(.& - .&....,,,I )= 
= l/&1]& l)(x) l l l ~L...n]h ax) 
= l/q&, n)(x) ’ l l P[n,n-l,...l](L l)(d 
= l/Pi, . . ...& l)(.x). 
Clearly 
41 .*,** Jl, l)(x)= 1/(1-x-x2-* l ‘-9”). 
On the other hand it is clear that 
PO, 1wp,1,(2,2~4x) ’ l ‘ P(l,_ . . . . *-lh, n)W l ’ l = P(1, l)(x). 
Thus by Theorem 3.2, we have 
P(l., l)(x) = l/(1 --x -x2-* ’ l -4 - l l l ) 
= (1 -x)/(1 -2x). 
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